Sequencing unit-load retrieval requests has been extensively reported on in the literature for conventional single-deep automated warehousing systems. A proper sequence can greatly reduce the makespan when carrying out a group of such requests. Although the sequencing problem is NP-hard, some very good heuristics exist. Surprisingly, the problem has not yet been investigated for compact (multi-deep) storage systems, which have greatly increased in popularity the last decade. This article studies how to sequence a group (or block) of storage and retrieval requests in a multi-deep automated storage system with the objective to minimize the makespan. Currently utilized sequencing heuristics for the multi-deep system are adapted in this article and in addition a new heuristic, Percentage Priority to Retrievals with Shortest Leg (PPR-SL), is proposed and evaluated. It is shown that the PPR-SL heuristic consistently outperforms all of the other heuristics. Generally, it can outperform the benchmark First-Come First-Served (FCFS) heuristic by between 20 and 70%. The nearest neighbor heuristic that performs very well in conventional single-deep storage systems appears to perform poorly in the multi-deep system, even worse than FCFS. In addition, based on FCFS and PPR-SL, robust rack dimensions that yield a short makespan, regardless of the number of storage and retrieval requests, are found.
Introduction
Warehouses increasingly face the requirements of shortening the order picking time and simultaneously saving product storage space. Automated Storage and Retrieval Systems (AS/RSs) have been introduced by many companies to replace conventional manual warehouses as they can significantly save order retrieval (picking) time. Lee and Schaefer (1996) indicate that 70% of the manual retrieval time can be saved by automating the product Storage/Retrieval (S/R) process. Products are stored on standardized unit loads (i.e., standard containers such as, pallets and cartons). A distinction can be made between single-deep and multi-deep systems. In a single-deep system (also called a two-dimensional (2D) system), unit loads are stored single deep in the rack. Aisle-bound automated S/R machines store and retrieve the unit loads. Since S/R machines require an aisle between every two racks, considerable floor space is wasted.
To improve order picking efficiency and to save floor space, multi-deep (three-dimensional (3D)) storage systems 1. The load throughput time is much shorter due to prepositioning of unit loads, the compactness and full automation of the system. DMMs can operate independently and simultaneously to pre-position open locations (i.e., empty locations) and locations with retrieval loads while the S/R machine is working. 2. A considerable amount of warehouse space can be saved because most aisles are eliminated by storing unit loads multi-deep. Viscon (2008) argues that warehouse space utilization can be increased to up to 98%, which is far beyond less-than-50% utilizations in 2D systems (Piasecki, 2010 ). Compact 3D systems have become increasingly popular for storing products (Van den Berg and Gademann, 2000; Hu et al., 2005) . An example is the system of Miele in Germany, where a combination of S/R machines and shuttles (a kind of DMM) store and retrieve individual palletized white goods (such as washing machines and dish washers) and automatically sequence them for loading trains and trailers. More examples have been described by Graves et al. (2002) , Gue (2006) , and Gue and Kim (2007) and can also be found on websites of many system suppliers (e.g., Retrotech (2006) and Westfalia (2006) ). To save storage space, realized 3D systems are often quite deep; ten unit loads or more is not exceptional.
Yu and De Koster
The 3D system studied in this article is sketched in Fig.  1(a) and has been previously investigated by De Koster et al. (2008) and De Koster (2009a, 2009b) under single-command modes. Similar to a 2D system, the 3D system consists of a storage rack, a depot (or Input/Output (I/O) point), and an S/R machine (an automated crane). The S/R machine can drive and lift simultaneously and thus takes care of the movements in the x and y directions independently. Each level of the 3D rack is equipped with multiple conveyor-based DMMs as shown in Fig. 1(b) . Each DMM consists of a pair of powered conveyors and an S/R position. The paired conveyors rotate unit loads anti-clockwise and are responsible for the movements of unit loads in the z direction. The system can operate in two modes.
Single-command Cycle (SC) mode: either a storage or retrieval operation is carried out. For a retrieval operation, the S/R machine departs from the depot and moves to a target DMM. Meanwhile, the target DMM rotates the requested unit load to its S/R position. For example, the bold unit load on the leftmost DMM in Fig. 1(b) is the unit load to be retrieved next. The S/R machine picks up the unit load at the S/R position and brings it to the depot. For a storage operation, the process is similar. Dual-command Cycle (DC) mode: a storage operation and a retrieval operation are combined. The S/R machine picks up a unit load from the depot to store it at the selected open location, which is moved simultaneously to its S/R position. After storage, the S/R machine moves empty to the S/R position of the selected retrieval to retrieve the unit load when it is available at its S/R position. Next, the S/R machine returns to the depot to drop off the unit load.
In operation, the DC mode in a 2D system can bring approximately 30% travel time reduction per storage or retrieval request compared with the SC mode (S.C. Graves et al., 1977) . A similar improvement also exists in the 3D system because the S/R machine travels directly from a storage DMM to a retrieval DMM, whereas in the SC mode the machine first returns to the depot and only then moves to the retrieval DMM. Moreover, the DC mode is common in practice because many of these systems work in conjunction with order pick stations. To pick units of an item from a unit load stored in the rack, the unit load has to be retrieved and brought to the depot for picking items and then has to be returned for storage in the rack. In such a system, each retrieval is paired with the unit load of a previous pick, which now has to be stored. This article mainly studies the DC mode. An extension to the SC mode can be found in Appendix D. The performance of both 2D and 3D systems highly depends on the sequence in which multiple DCs are carried out. Storage and retrieval requests are commonly processed in First-Come First-Served (FCFS) sequence. For every single storage, when multiple open locations are available, usually the open location closest to the depot is selected. The FCFS sequencing heuristic is reasonable for storages since most AS/RS are fed by accumulating conveyors for input (Han et al., 1987) . On such a conveyor there is generally no possibility to change the sequence of unit loads to be stored (e.g., Van den Berg and Gademann, 1999) . However, for retrievals, FCFS is less compelling in the sense that retrieval requests are only messages in control computers that can be re-sequenced (Han et al., 1987; Lee and Schaefer, 1996) . In 3D systems, we have more opportunity to make smart selections for the load to be retrieved and the storage location as all DMMs can simultaneously rotate to bring the desired location to its S/R position. This article focuses on this sequencing problem in 3D systems: we have to pair open locations and retrievals and sequence them, given a number of double cycles to be carried out and taking into account intermediate prepositioning of the loads. The objective is to minimize the makespan. The sequencing problem in 2D systems is NP-complete (Han et al., 1987) . Unfortunately, the problem becomes even more difficult to solve in 3D systems, due to the following reasons.
1. The number of movement elements in a 3D system is several dozens of times more than in a 2D system. In a 3D system, generally there are more than 50 DMMs and one S/R machine. However, there is only one S/R machine in a 2D system. 2. All DMMs can work both independently of and in cooperation with each other for pre-positioning multiple open locations and retrieval locations.
The distance between every two locations on different
DMMs changes constantly and is sequence dependent because of the pre-positioning. A DC time of a storageretrieval pair therefore highly depends on all previous DCs.
In practice, the computation time for sequencing is limited to seconds because the system has to update solutions to the sequencing problem frequently as blocks of S/R requests (a number of DCs) arrive continuously. Therefore, simple heuristics such as FCFS are applied widely. Our contribution is to develop heuristics for the sequencing problem in 3D systems, given a block of S/R requests to be performed, and evaluate their performance compared to FCFS. In order to do this, we first derive the makespan of a block of S/R requests and then propose a mathematical model for the sequencing problem. After that, we collect all well-known sequencing heuristics: FCFS, Nearest-Neighbor (NN), Shortest-Leg (SL), Shortest DC cycle (SDC), 1 + ε optimization, and the Transportation Problem (TP) known in 2D systems and adapt the feasible ones (i.e., FCFS, NN, SL, SDC) for 3D systems. We propose a new heuristic: the Percentage Priority to Retrievals with the Shortest Leg (PPR-SL). All of the heuristics are then tested by simulation to evaluate their performance in the 3D system. Finally, we develop recommendations for deter-mining the parameter in PPR-SL, for choosing the block size of storage and retrievals requests, and for determining the rack dimensions for a given total storage capacity.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews previous studies on sequencing heuristics and picks feasible ones for 3D systems. Section 3 defines the research problem and formulates a general model. Section 4 introduces all studied sequence heuristics. Section 5 evaluates all selected heuristics by simulation and analyzes their performance with different system parameters. Section 6 develops recommendations for applying the heuristics in practice. Section 7 concludes the article by giving some managerial insights for using the heuristics.
Literature review
The retrieval sequencing problem has been widely studied in 2D AS/RSs with carousels. A carousel AS/RS has a rotary rack, like a DMM, to move items to the depot. Different from our 3D system, conventional carousels do not use aisle-bound S/R machines to move unit loads to and from the depot. Therefore, storages and retrievals are rarely combined in DCs. Related research is mainly about how to sequence a block of retrieval requests (carried out in single cycles) by minimizing average or total retrieval time (Wen and Chang, 1988; Litvak and Vlasiou, 2010) . Because selecting open locations for storage requests is avoided, the optimal solution can be found (Bartholdi and Platzman, 1986; Van den Berg, 1996) or estimated (Litvak, 2006) for a single-carousel system. Sequencing retrievals with multiple carousels is complex and has barely been addressed (Litvak and Vlasiou, 2010) . All in all, it is not feasible to use heuristics developed for carousel systems such as monomaniacal and shorter-direction heuristics for bidirectional rotary racks (Bartholdi and Platzman, 1986) for our problem. One heuristic, the nearest item heuristic (Bartholdi and Platzman, 1986; Litvak and Vlasiou, 2010) , can be translated for our research and will be included in the NN heuristic below.
The sequencing problem considering both the selection of open locations and sequencing retrievals has been studied for an AS/RS with an aisle-bound S/R machine. It is a warehouse-specific Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP; Han et al., 1987) where the distance between every two requested unit loads is represented by the Chebyshev metric. The problem is even more complex when multiple candidate open locations are available for storage space selection, which considerably increases the solution space. Han et al. (1987) show that the sequencing problem with one open location in 2D systems is already NP-hard. Due to this complexity and limitations on computation time, most solution methods are heuristics (see Han et al. (1987) , Schaefer (1996, 1997) , and Mahajan et al. (1998) ) evaluated by simulation. Two papers aim to solve the problem by finding a near-optimal solution (Lee and Schaefer, 1996) or the optimal solution in a special case (Van den Berg and Gademann, 1999) . The following are well-known sequencing heuristics:
FCFS: FCFS is the policy most frequently used in practice.
Both storage and retrieval requests are carried out in FCFS sequence. For every storage location, the open location closest to the depot (Closest Open Location, COL) is selected. FCFS is considered as a benchmark by many researchers to evaluate heuristics for storing and retrieving unit loads (Han et al., 1987; Mahajan et al., 1998; Van den Berg and Gademann, 1999; Dooly and Lee, 2008) or for selecting loads in other, similar, operational settings (Dekker et al., 2004) . NN: Han et al. (1987) propose the NN heuristic to reduce the travel-between time. Storage and retrieval requests are sequenced by matching a storage open location and a retrieval location with the minimum travel-between time.
They show that, compared with FCFS, NN can bring an increase in throughput of 10-15%. NN is one of the most well-known heuristics and had been cited by many researchers (e.g., Van den Berg and Gademann, 2000; Gu et al., 2007; Dooly and Lee, 2008) . SL: Han et al. (1987) discuss the "no cost zone" for the Chebyshev metric; i.e., the area in the rack with open locations that may be visited for a storage without extra travel time according to the Chebyshev metric, while the S/R machine is traveling from the depot to the retrieval location. Based on this, they propose the SL heuristic by selecting open locations and retrieval locations that yield the shortest storage plus travel-between time. If there is an open location in the no cost zone of the retrieval location, then it will be selected as the storage point. It is shown that this heuristic has a performance similar to NN (Han et al., 1987; Lee and Schaefer, 1996) . SDC: assuming n storage and retrieval requests are waiting, Lee and Schaefer (1996) propose the SDC heuristic that greedily selects a storage open location and retrieval location pair using the shortest DC time at every step. They test the heuristic, compare it with NN and SL, and show that SDC is consistently better than NN and SL in their experiments. SDC, also called the minimumperimeter heuristic, is applied by Keserla and Peters (1994) in an AS/RS where the S/R machine has two shuttles. 1 + ε optimization and TP: instead of using the above simple greedy-style heuristics, Lee and Schaefer (1996) first formulate the sequencing problem as a variant of the linear assignment problem and then present an ε-optimum algorithm for solving it approximately, where ε indicates a tolerance gap between the objective value of a solution and a problem's lower bound. Their algorithm can solve moderate-sized problems within a reasonable computation time and tolerance gap ε. In their experiments, the number of open locations is always less than 50. They compare their algorithm with FCFS, NN, SDC, and SL and demonstrate that NN, SDC, and SL can provide very good near-optimal solutions with gaps mostly less than 5% from the optimum. Assuming that the storage location of each storage request is fixed beforehand, Van den Berg and Gademann (1999) show that, in this special case, the sequencing problem can be solved optimally in polynomial time by formulating it as a TP. The optimal solution of the sequencing problem corresponds to an optimal solution of the TP. Unfortunately, both methods are not applicable to our research. They need cycle travel times for all possible DCs as input parameters for their models. However, in 3D systems, because open or retrieval location positions are changing with time due to pre-positioning, the cycle travel times for DCs are changing with time as well and cannot be pre-determined.
The problem of sequencing retrievals in compact storage systems has not been addressed in previous research. De Koster (2009a, 2009b) focus on handling individual requests that are instantaneously generated and handled one by one, instead of block by block.
This article fills this gap as the first article to study the sequencing problem in 3D compact systems. Some heuristics in the literature, such as FCFS, NN, SDC, and SL, can be adapted to our sequencing problem.
Problem description and general model

Problem description
We study the 3D compact AS/RS sketched in Fig. 1(a) . Unit loads for storage arrive at the depot and wait at an accumulating conveyor until the S/R machine transports them to selected open locations in the rack. Retrieved unit loads are dropped off by the S/R machine at the depot on an outgoing conveyor for further transport. The following assumptions are made in the light of these machine related literatures (e.g., Graves et al., 1977; Lee and Schaefer, 1996;  Van den Berg and Gademann, 1999).
A block of storage and retrieved requests needing se-
quencing is instantaneously given at the start of the planning period. All open locations and retrieval locations are known at this moment. 2. The total storage capacity, the speed of the DMMS, and the S/R machine's speeds in the horizontal and vertical direction are known and constant. The S/R machine can drive and lift simultaneously. 3. The objective function is to minimize the average cycle time. It equals the makespan (i.e., the total cycle time) of the given block of storage and retrieval requests divided by the total number of cycles. The (constant) pick-up and deposit times of a load are omitted. 4. The S/R machine only operates in DC mode. The extension to SC modes is addressed in Appendix D of this article.
5. The depot is located at the lower left-hand corner of the rack (see Fig. 1(a) ). The S/R machine is based at the depot at the start of the block. 6. The storage is performed in FCFS sequence; the sequence of storage unit loads cannot be changed.
Unlike most of the literature on 2D systems, we do not treat the 3D rack as continuous. This is necessary to keep track of individual DMMs and the exact positions of storage or retrieval locations on DMMs during the sequencing process. DMMs can simultaneously begin to pre-position the required open locations and retrieval locations to their S/R positions once the S/R machine starts to perform the first DC.
Notations
Based on Fig. 1 , we define the sizes of the rack in the x, y, z directions by its length (L), its height (H), and the perimeter of a DMM with two paired conveyors (2S), respectively. The speed of the DMMs and the S/R machine's speeds in the horizontal and vertical directions are denoted by s c , s h , and s v , respectively. The following notation is used in the rest of this article.
Sets and indices
p sequence index of DCs, p = 1,. . ., |R 1 |. R p set of retrieval requests at the beginning of the pth DC. R 1 is the set of initial retrieval requests. 
Decision variables
repositioned at time t, 0 otherwise. note that v i (t) represents an infinite number of variables as t is a continuous number.
Makespan and sequencing model
The objective of the problem is to minimize the total cycle time (makespan) taken by the 3D system to perform |R 1 | DCs. Decisions to be sought are a sequence of |R 1 | DCs, which involves: (i) sequencing |R 1 | retrieval requests; and (ii) assigning open locations to |R 1 | storage requests that are paired with the retrievals to form |R 1 | DCs. In order to do this, |S 1 | should be larger than or equal to one. The locations of open locations and the z coordinates of the S/R requests keep changing while the system performs DCs. DC p sr ( p = 1, . . . , |R 1 |) thus depends on its previous p − 1 DCs. With a given sequence of the p − 1 DCs preceding the pth DC, we have:
which consists of the following three components. The movements in the horizontal and vertical directions of the S/R machine and in the depth direction of the DMMs are independent of each other. Therefore, W p s equals: (ii) the DMM circulates retrieval r to its S/R position. We have that:
Storage travel time (W
where ZB p,t s r is the z-coordinate of r at the time open location s has just been loaded in the pth DC. If s and r are on two different DMMs:
and if s and r are on the same DMM: 
We then obtain the makespan given by Equation (7):
The sequencing problem model (denoted by SP) can now be formulated. Details can be found in Appendix A. Model SP is still in a conceptual form and quite impossible to solve as v i (t) is a decision function. In the objective function DC p sr (corresponding to the distance between two locations in the TSP) is not constant but is in fact a function of For ease of discussion and to simplify comparisons, hereafter this article assumes without loss of generality that the rack volume, V T , equals one using Theorem 2.
Theorem 2. For a given rack-shape factor t h : t v : t c , for any given rack volume V T =V T > 0, the makespan of the sequencing problem can be normalized to that with V T = 1 and
According to Theorem 2 and its proof, we can hereafter assume that the system capacity is normalized to V T = 1. For any givenV T , t h , t v , and t c can be normalized by setting
The average cycle transaction time of a DC also will be provided in its normalized form by using TCTV T /(|R 1 | 3 V T ).
Sequencing heuristics
The result above suggests that it is unlikely that we can develop a polynomial-time algorithm to find an optimal solution. Efficient heuristics that provide "good" solutions to the sequencing problem thus become desirable. We first introduce the FCFS heuristic as a benchmark. After that, we adapt NN, SDC, and SL for 3D systems. Finally, we propose a new heuristic by combining SL with a new prepositioning method. SL is selected because it appears to perform better than the other heuristics: FCFS, NN, and SDC.
The FCFS heuristic
Storage and retrieval requests are processed in FCFS sequence while the COL from S p is selected as a storage location. Furthermore, on every DMM, the open location or retrieval closest to its S/R positions is pre-positioned there first for later possible usage. This pre-positioning process begins when a block of storage and retrieval requests arrive. The pre-positioning brings open locations and retrievals closer to their S/R positions, which potentially reduces the S/R machine's waiting time at those S/R positions and eventually can reduce the makespan. FCFS is implemented with the following steps:
Step 0. (initialization):
give the initial open location set: S 1 , the initial retrieval set: R 1 , and p = 1. Step 5, and this location remains at its S/R position with Z p r = 0. Therefore, we have, for k ∈ DMM r :
In the example of Fig. 2(a 
The available time for this pre-positioning is DC p−1 sr . Therefore, we have, for k ∈ DMM i : The available time for pre-positioning in DC p − 1 is B p−1 sr + U r . We therefore have, for k ∈ DMM s :
For the example of Fig. 2(c) , according to Equation ( R p must belong to one of the two subcases k ∈ DMM r or k ∈ DMM i for i / ∈ DMM r , and its zcoordinate can be updated as follows. 
NN, SDC, and SL heuristics
The only difference between FCFS and the heuristics NN, SDC, and SL is the criterion to select an open-locationretrieval pair (s, r ) for a DC. That is to say, we only need to replace Steps 2 and 3 in Section 4.1 with corresponding criteria for NN, SDC, and SL to obtain an (s, r ) pair.
NN heuristic
Step 2: Calculate B p sr for all possible open-locationretrieval pairs (s, r ).
Step 3: Select the pair (s, r ) with min{B p sr |s ∈ S p , r ∈ R p } to perform the pth DC.
SDC heuristic
Step 2 Step 3: Select the pair (s, r ) with min{DC p sr |s ∈ S p , r ∈ R p } to perform the pth DC.
SL heuristic
Step 2 Step 3: Select the pair (s, r ) with min{SL p sr |s ∈ S p , r ∈ R p } to perform the pth DC.
PPR-SL
The previous heuristics assume that all open locations and retrievals have the same priority to be prepositioned to their S/R positions. However, normally there are many more open locations in the rack than retrievals in a block. 
where α is the given priority percentage or fraction between zero and one. Note that SL is a special case of PPR-SL with α = 0. In Condition (12), we use the number of DMMs with openings or retrievals instead of the number of openings and retrievals to capture the distribution of these openings and retrievals across different DMMs in the rack.
That is to say, when Condition (12) is satisfied in DC p for a given α, and there are retrievals on a DMM, the closest retrieval on the DMM will be pre-positioned first. Assume α = 1 in the example of Fig. 2(a) , and then Condition (12) is satisfied. In DMM 4 , retrieval 5 has a higher priority than open location 4 for being pre-positioned. In DMM s , the closest retrieval 7 will be pre-positioned immediately after finishing the current storage request s.
The PPR-SL heuristic considers the above condition and combines it with SL. SL is chosen because it is shown in Section 5 to outperform FCFS, NN, and SDC.
Similar to SL, PPR-SL can be implemented for any given α in six steps. The differences between them include Step 0 for initialization, Step 6 to update the z-coordinates, and new Steps 7 to 9 for finding a near-optimal α. Step 6 can be split into the following sub-steps:
Step 6.1 (check Condition (12) 
After that, the DMM does not stop but prepositions a retrieval to the S/R position. The shortest time to pre-position a retrieval to the S/R position, δ p−1,min r , is
The available time for the pre-positioning is U r . Therefore, we have, for k ∈ DMM r ,
Subcase 1.2 (k ∈ DMM i ): because there is at least one retrieval in DMM i (R p ∩ DMM i = φ), the zcoordinate of the retrieval closest to the S/R position on the DMM is
The available pre-positioning time is DC p−1 sr . Therefore, we have, for k ∈ DMM i , (13) and (14).
Step 6.3 (Condition (12) is NOT satisfied): the zcoordinates of open locations and retrievals are updated with equal priority by Equations (8) to (11) in Section 4.1. The parameter α in Equation (12) can be optimized by adding some extra steps to the algorithm. In Step 0, we add α = 0 for initializing α. We then add the following three steps:
Step 7 (update α): with a given step size (0.1 in our numerical studies), update α (α ← α + 0.1 in our simulation).
Step 8 (compare and output results): if α < 1, compare the makespan at the current α and that of the previous α (if there is one), select and remember the result that provides the shorter makespan, and go to the next step. Otherwise, α ≥ 1, compare all solutions and output the final solution α * that gives the shortest makespan.
Step 9 (re-initialize DC index p): if α < 1, reset p = 1, recall the original coordinates of all open locations and retrievals, and go to Step 1.
Simulations
Simulation experiments were performed to evaluate all of the heuristics and to compare their performances. In these experiments, the rack was randomly filled up to a given utilization. Retrieval and open locations were randomly distributed. Then all of the heuristics were simulated and the makespans recorded. We compare the performances of the heuristics: FCFS, NN, SDC, SL, and PPR-SL.
Simulation setup
The layout of the 3D AS/RS was as given by Fig. 1 . System parameters for the base examples are given in Table 1 . They were based on realistic compact pallet-based storage systems according to our observations. Based on the base examples, we varied the system storage capacity and rack shape for sensitivity analyses.
All of the simulations were programmed in C++ and were run on a notebook with 1.2 GHz, CPU with 512 M of RAM. The detailed simulation procedures and the required confidence level of 95% for DC times can be found in Appendix C. All of the results were normalized to V = 1 by using Theorem 2. Table 1 are given in Table 2 . Table 3 contains the results obtained by varying V N from 1000 to Note. The values of the unit load size, s v , s h , and s c vary in practice but have little influence on subsequent results as V N commonly is large (more than hundreds of unit loads). Therefore, we do not carry out sensitivity analyses for them. 5000. Table 4 shows the results for a non-SIT (Square In Time) rack with t v /t h = 2. Figure 4 shows the DC times under a wide range of |R 1 | values between one and 100 and under rack utilizations of 70 and 95%. All of the results were normalized to those with V T = 1 by using Theorem 2. The computation time of each replication was less than a second. The following observations are made based on these results.
Results
Results based on
1. PPR-SL is much better than the other heuristics: FCFS, NN, SDC, and SL. Tables 2 to 4 show that PPR-SL substantially outperforms SL, the second best performer, if the rack utilization is below 97%. Figure 4 shows that such high improvements hold for a large range of |R 1 | between one and 100 regardless of the rack utilization, which is 95% in Fig. 4(a) and 70% in Fig.  4(b) . This is because SL is a special case of PPR-SL if α = 0, whereas PPR-SL chooses the optimal α as the final results. 2. The average DC time appears to be nearly convex in the number of retrievals (|R 1 |) for all heuristics. Figure  4 shows that, for |R 1 |< 10, increasing |R 1 | can decrease the DC times of SDC, SL, and PPR-SL significantly. However, the DC times hardly decrease when |R 1 | is beyond 30. For FCFS, the DC time even increases with an increase of |R 1 | beyond a certain value (e.g., 15 in Fig.  4) . Overall, all of the heuristics reach the near-shortest DC time at an |R 1 | value between 10 and 30 in Tables 2  and 3 Tables  2 and 3 show that, if V N increases from 1000 to 5000, the improvement increases; for example, from 47.66 to 54.57% at |R 1 | = 5 with a 90% rack utilization. With an increase inV N , the rack depth increases and a smart pre-positioning becomes increasingly important, which contributes to larger improvements of PPR-SL over FCFS. 5. Changing the rack shape from SIT (t v /t h = 1) to non-SIT (t v /t h = 2) increases the DC times significantly, with PPR-SL still outperforming the other heuristics by about 30% for not too high rack utilizations. Tables  2 and 4 show that the increases in the DC times are often more than 6% with t v /t h changing from one to two. This is because an SIT rack shape is optimal De Koster, 2009a, 2009b) .
Comparing our results with those in 2D systems (Graves et al., 1977; Han et al., 1987; Lee and Schaefer, 1996) , we find a striking difference in the ranking of the heuristics. In 2D systems, the high-low performance ranking is SDC, Notes. Util is the rack utilization = 100 × (the number of filled slots)/V N . REP is the number of replications to satisfy the required confidence level and interval for all of the heuristics. Imp is the improvement of PPR-SL over SL. α * is the optimal priority percentage. The lengths in number of unit loads in horizontal, vertical, and depth dimensions are rounded to 18, 5, and 12, respectively. SL, NN, and FCFS. SDC, SL, and NN nearly perform at the same level (Lee and Schaefer, 1996) . However, in 3D systems the ranking is SL, SDC, FCFS, and NN for rack utilizations lower than about 95%. SL and SDC have about equal performance. Tables 2 and 3 show that the average DC travel times of FCFS outperform those of NN significantly for rack utilizations lower than about 95% in most cases, even more than 40% in some cases. This is because NN completely disregards the storage travel time, In addition, we find that sequencing heuristics in 3D systems can reduce DC travel times to a far greater extent than in 2D systems. NN, SDC, and SL heuristics can obtain a 10-15% travel time reduction over FCFS in 2D systems (Han et al., 1987; Lee and Schaefer, 1996) and cannot be significantly further improved since the resulting travel times are only about 5% higher than the optimum (Lee and Schaefer, 1996) . In 3D systems, compared with FCFS, the time reductions of PPR-SL can often be more than 20% when the rack utilizations are lower than 95% and even exceed 60% in some cases.
Implementing the heuristics in practice
The analyses in Section 5 show that the DC time is highly dependent on the number of retrievals, on the optimal α values for PPR-SL, and on the rack dimension factor t v (the other two dimensions are determined by t h = t v , and t c = 1/(t h t v )). This section therefore focuses on recommendations to determine these factors for implementation. Moreover, the implementation of our heuristic in dynamic settings is examined in Appendix D.
Determining α
This section tests how to select α for different t v values (0.4 and 0.9) and rack utilizations (95 and 70%). Figure 5 gives the results for four scenarios where |R 1 | is fixed at 10 and 30 for each scenario. Other intermediate values of the rack utilizations, rack shape, and |R 1 | give similar graphs Notes. Util is the rack utilization = 100 × (the number of filled slots)/V N . REP is the number of replications to satisfy the required confidence level and interval for all of the heuristics. Imp is the improvement of PPR-SL over SL. α * is the optimal priority percentage. The lengths in number of unit loads in horizontal, vertical, and depth dimensions are rounded to 30, 8, and 21, respectively. and are omitted here. From Fig. 5 , we conclude that the choice of α influences the performance of PPR-SL significantly, but α = 1 always yields a near-shortest DC time for PPR-SL.
That is to say, if there is a retrieval on a DMM, it should be pre-positioned first to its S/R position to reduce the DC time. If the rack utilization is extremely high (e.g., higher than 99.5%), this conclusion may not hold as only few open locations are available. Figure 4 shows that DC times are minimized for |R 1 | values between 10 and 30 for FCFS and for |R 1 | > 10 for Notes. Util is the rack utilization = 100 × (the number of filled slots)/V N . REP is the number of replications to satisfy the required confidence level and interval for all of the heuristics. Imp is the improvement of PPR-SL over SL. α * is the optimal priority percentage. The lengths in number of unit loads in horizontal, vertical, and depth dimensions are rounded to 12, 7, and 12, respectively.
Choosing the block size
PPR-SL for rack utilizations between 70 and 95%. For practical purposes a choice between 10 and 30 yields good results for all heuristics. Even when the retrieval queue length is longer, it is not necessary to use information beyond 30 retrievals.
Dimensioning the rack
We tested rack configurations (i.e., the length : depth ratio) by assuming an SIT rack for realistic rack-utilization levels of 95 and 70% and block sizes |R 1 | of 10 and 30. The results for FCFS and PPR-SL were tested in four cases and can be found in Fig. 6(a) (under 95% rack utilization with |R 1 | = 10 and 30) and Fig. 6(b) (under 70% rack utilization). From Fig. 6 , it can be seen that the optimal t v is always between 0.7 and 0.8 for FCFS and between 0.3 and 0.4 for PPR-SL and it is very robust for different numbers of retrievals |R 1 | and different rack utilizations. Because of the cost and technology, t v is in practice normally larger than 0.4 (i.e., 18-unit load deep in our case) and FCFS is commonly used. If technology allows, warehouse managers therefore can design a deeper rack with PP-SL than with FCFS to reduce the DC time. The system then becomes more compact.
Conclusions
This article is the first to investigate sequencing problems in automated compact warehouses. We address how to sequence a block of storages and retrievals in a 3D compact AS/RS in order to enhance the system operational efficiency under the DC mode. The sequencing problem is proven to be NP-complete and thus intractable from a practical standpoint. We adapt four sequencing heuristics, FCFS, SDC, SL, and NN, known from 2D AS/RS to a 3D environment and propose the new PPR-SL heuristic.
All heuristics are evaluated by simulation. We obtain the following insights.
1. PPR-SL outperforms all of the other heuristics significantly. PPR-SL outperforms SL (the second-best heuristic) usually by more than 20%. 2. The α parameter in PPR-SL can be set at α = 1, which provides a close-to-best solution if the rack space utilization is not too close to 100% (see Fig. 5 ). 3. The makespan is highly influenced by the shape of the rack, but for a given heuristic, the optimal rack shape (determined by t v ) only changes slightly for varying |S 1 | and |R 1 |. The optimal t v should be between 0.7 and 0.8 for FCFS and between 0.3 and 0.4 for PPR-SL based on our results. Warehouse managers therefore should aim for deeper storage racks and obtain substantial time savings from the change of dimensions and by using PPR-SL rather than FCFS (refer to Fig. 6 ).
In contrast to previous research in 2D systems (e.g., Han et al. (1987) and Lee and Schaefer (1996) ) we find that NN does not perform well in the 3D compact system; it is even worse than FCFS. Also, the sequencing problem in 3D systems is much more important than in 2D systems in the sense that in 3D systems DC time can be reduced more compared with FCFS. Compared with FCFS, the DC time can often be reduced more than 50% in 3D systems, whereas in 2D systems this reduction is limited (Han et al., 1987) . Our research can be extended in several directions. Various storage policies (e.g., random, class-based, full turnover-based storage) are used in compact warehouses. It would be interesting to study sequencing problems under such storage policies. Second, too many open locations do not help to decrease the DC time further for the heuristics. Therefore, they could be grouped by the system during idle moments of the S/R machine by condensing the unit loads. Third, many variants of 3D compact systems exist. Our heuristics can be adapted for different 3D systems and then evaluated. Finally, it would be worthwhile to compare the performance of 3D and 2D systems, both economically and in terms of logistical performance. In the second scenario, it is assumed the DCs are interrupted by SCs. In this case, the number of storage requests does not equal the number of retrieval requests. In each block, we randomly generate between five and 20 retrieval requests. The number of storage requests for the same block is then randomly generated in a 50% range around the number of retrieval requests; that is, (0.75 × the number of retrieval request, 1.25 × the number of retrieval requests). To be able to use the heuristics developed for DCs, we add dummy storage requests at the depot if the number of storage requests is smaller than the number of retrieval requests and vice versa (for details refer to Appendix A1). Figures Similarly, in Figs. A1(c) and A1(d), the improvement from PPR-SL over FCFS remains substantial and comparable to the improvement in Figs. A1(a) and A1(b). This is because in a 3D system a smart sequence of SCs can reduce SC travel times due to pre-positioning, especially for retrieval requests. 
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